Ludvigson Stock Farm’s  
Fifth Annual Ozark Bull and Female Sale  
Spring Edition  
March 3, 2018  
Nevada, Missouri

117 Red Angus Herd Bulls and Range Bulls $3,197

Top Bulls:

Lot 29 LSF RHO Redemption 6127 sired by Brown JYJ Redemption Y1334 and out of a BUF CRK Right Kind U199 daughter sold for $7,250 to Darrell Hess of Gridley, Kansas.

Lot 1 LSF SRR Maximum 7410E sired by 5L Bourne 117-48A and out of a Basin EXT 5233 daughter sold for $6,500 to Chile Beef of Santiago, Chile.

Lot 6 LSF BRA Prime Rate 7701E sired by H2R Profitbuilder B403 and out of a LSF JBOB Expectation 6034S daughter sold for $6,250 to Rhodes Red Angus of Maize, Kansas.

Lot 11 LSF PDC Upper Cut D81 sired by LSF SRR Tyson 3025A and out of a LSF Conqueror 0026X daughter sold for $6,000 to Craig and Lori Green of Branson, Colorado.

Lot 7 LSF H2R Power Packed E735 sired by H2R Profitbuilder B403 and out of a McPhee Pacific Pride 4127 daughter sold for $6,000 to Hayden Steadman of Sharon, Oklahoma.